This paper reviews three recent books on data mining written from three different perspectives, i.e. databases, machine learning, and statistics. Although the exploration in this paper is suggestive instead of conclusive, it reveals that besides some common properties, different perspectives lay strong emphases on different aspects of data mining. The emphasis of the database perspective is on efficiency because this perspective strongly concerns the whole discovery process and huge data volume. The emphasis of the machine learning perspective is on effectiveness because this perspective is heavily attracted by substantive heuristics working well in data analysis although they may not always be useful. As for the statistics perspective, its emphasis is on validity because this perspective cares much for mathematical soundness behind mining methods.
Introduction
The rapid progress in digital data acquisition and storage technology has led to the fast-growing tremendous and amount of data stored in databases, data warehouses, or other kinds of data repositories such as the World Wide Web. Although valuable information may be hiding behind the data, the overwhelming data volume makes it difficult, if not impossible, for human beings to extract them without powerful tools. In order to relieve such a data rich but information poor plight, during the late 1980s, a new discipline named data mining emerged, which devotes itself to extracting knowledge from huge volumes of data, with the help of the ubiquitous modern computing device, i.e. computer.
Due to its interdisciplinary nature, data mining has received contributions from a lot of disciplines such as databases, machine learning, statistics, information retrieval, data visualization, parallel and distributed computing, etc. The first three in the list, i.e. database, machine learning, and statistics, are undoubtedly the primary contributors. It is obvious that without the powerful data management techniques donated by the database community and the practical data analysis techniques donated by the machine learning community, data mining would be seeking a needle in the haystack. It is interesting that even recently, a leading statistician raised a cry that the statistics community should embrace data mining [4] , which exposes that this community had not yet taken data mining seriously at least at that time. However, it is still clear that without the solid theoretical foundation donated by the statistics community, data mining will be building a castle in the air.
An interesting issue rises. That is, what are the differing roles of data mining in the view of these different disciplines, considering that different disciplines have their own backgrounds? Fortunately, this issue can be partially addressed now because we have three academic data mining books written by leading experts from three different perspectives.
The first one, J. These books provide good sources for exploring the different perspectives of data mining. However, before any concrete discussion, I will mention that although these books are excellent, they are not the only excellent books on data mining. Choosing them for this exploration is mainly due to my own taste. More importantly, the exploration in this paper should be regarded as suggestive instead of conclusive, because the outcome may only reveal biases of the authors instead of the opinion of the corresponding research communities; similarly some discussions may only reflect my own opinion. This is the reason why I said the exploration of the issue above could only be partially addressed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the contents of the reviewed books. Section 3 explores the database, machine learning, and statistics perspectives. Section 4 discusses some other traits of the books. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
Contents
J. Han and M. Kamber's book is organized in a taxonomic style where any given technique is presented just once. This style is very popular in academic books. The book contains 10 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to data mining, where categorizations of data mining tasks and data mining systems are presented. Chapter 2 focuses on data warehouse and on-line analytical processing. Chapter 3 presents techniques for preprocessing the data prior to mining, including cleaning, integration, transformation, and reduction. Chapter 4 introduces primitives for defining data mining tasks, data mining query language DMQL, and the architectures of data mining systems. Chapter 5 is devoted to descriptive data mining, including characterization and discrimination. Chapter 6 focuses on association rule mining. Chapter 7 presents techniques for classification and regression. Chapter 8 looks at cluster analysis. Chapter 9 focuses on data mining in advanced data repository systems, such as multimedia data mining and web mining. Finally, Chapter 10 discusses applications and challenges of data mining.
I. H. Witten and E. Frank's book is organized in a layered style where a technique may be presented at several places with the predecessor detailed by the successor. Such a style allows readers easily either to read about only the basics or the full details. However, it also makes the book look a little messy: readers who want to know all about a specific technique must jump between the chapters. This book contains 9 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to data mining, where vivid examples are employed to illustrate the usefulness of machine learning in data mining. Chapter 2 focuses on the input knowledge representation, including concepts, examples, and attributes. Chapter 3 is devoted to the output knowledge representation, including decision trees, classification rules, etc. Chapter 4 briefly presents some popular prediction methods, plus a section on association mining. Chapter 5 focuses on evaluating or comparing prediction performance. Chapter 6 details most methods presented in Chapter 4, plus a section on clustering. Chapter 7 provides methods for attribute selection, discretization, data cleaning, and briefly introduces ensemble learning methods such as Bagging and Boosting. Chapter 8 presents the WEKA software package attached in this book. Finally, Chapter 9 briefly discusses some advanced topics such as text mining and web mining.
D. Hand et al.'s book is organized in a component-based style where a technique may be presented at several places but at each place only one component (out of four) of the technique may be presented. Such a style is very novel. On one hand, it may help the readers understand that data mining algorithms are based on some very general and systematic principles. But on the other hand, the readers may be able to see full data mining algorithms only after reading all (or most) of the book.
This book contains 14 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to data mining, where four components of data mining algorithms are distinguished. Chapter 2 focuses on the measurement and data quality. Chapter 3 presents visualization and some dimensional reduction methods such as principal component analysis and multidimensional scaling. Chapter 4 provides some probability tools for dealing with uncertainty. Chapter 5 uses four different kinds of algorithms to show how data mining algorithms could be described as the combination of components. Chapter 6, Chapter 7, and Chapter 8 present three components of data mining algorithms, i.e. models and patterns, score functions, and search and optimization methods, respectively. Chapter 9 focuses on descriptive modeling, including density estimation and cluster analysis. Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 are devoted to classification and regression modeling, respectively. Chapter 12 presents the fourth component of data mining algorithms, i.e. data management strategy. Chapter 13 devotes to the discovery of patterns, mainly focuses on rules. Finally, Chapter 14 introduces content-based retrieval.
Two of the books have supplementary appendices: J. Han and M. Kamber's book has two appendixes introducing Microsoft's OLE DB for Data Mining and the authors' DBMiner, respectively, while D. Hand et al.'s book has an appendix briefly reviewing univariate random variables and common probability distributions.
Perspectives
A novice at data mining may panic at the tremendous variance of these three books: are they really for the same discipline? In order to explain the variance, we should examine what is meant by the term data mining.
In J. Han and M. Kamber's book, data mining was defined as "the process of discovering interesting knowledge from large amounts of data stored either in databases, data warehouses, or other information repositories " ( [5] , pp.7). In I. H. Witten and E. Frank's book, it was defined as "the extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data" ( [9] , pp.xix). While, in D. Hand et al.'s book, it was "the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the data owner" ([6], pp.1).
To make the difference more evident, let's consider another term: KDD, i.e. knowledge discovery in databases. The classic definition of KDD is "the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data" [3] . With regard to the relationship between data mining and KDD, two popular usages exist. One is to regard them as synonyms, while the other is to regard the former as a step, although maybe the core step, in a sequence of steps of the latter. Now let's look again at our three books. J. Instead of covering the whole discovery process, the objective of I. H. Witten and E. Frank's book is "to introduce the tools and techniques for machine learning that are used in data mining" ( [9] , pp.xx). Since data mining is a non-trivial process, the effectiveness of the tools and techniques may be the prime consideration. Therefore, this book devotes a whole chapter ( [9] , Chapter 5) to the evaluation and comparison of the effectiveness of data mining algorithms. It also presents a very simple but quite effective rule induction method, i.e. 1R ( [9] , pp.78). Moreover, it spends almost one third of the whole length of the book ( [9] , Chapter 6 and 7) in presenting heuristics or tricks that may enhance the effectiveness of the basic algorithms, although the enhancements may not be always useful. Such an endeavor for improving practical effectiveness results in the WEKA software package attached in the book, whose description occupies a whole chapter ( [9] , Chapter 8).
Since D. Hand et al.'s book regards data mining as the core step of KDD and focuses on only this step, it is able to go very deep into the mining methods. Evidently, this book bears a strong taste of favoring mathematical validity, which could be easily recognized from the abundant mathematical materials it provides. For example, although most data mining books admit that data used in data mining is "observational" ( [6] , pp.1), few addresses the issue of distinguishing between the opportunity sample and random sample as this book does ( [6] , pp.21, pp.48). Another example is: although almost all data mining books regard sampling as a powerful tool to tackle the huge data volume, few present sufficient statistics behind sampling methods as this book does ( [6] , pp.19, pp.112, 425). Moreover, partitioning the structures to be discovered into models and patterns ( [6] , pp.9, Chapter 6), and categorizing data mining tasks according to such a partition ( [6] , pp.11), also demonstrate the mathematical rigor of this book.
Thus, from the difference in the coverage of these books, it could be perceived that the database, machine learning, and statistics perspectives of data mining put particular emphases on efficiency, effectiveness, and validity, respectively. Note that this does not mean the machine learning and statistics perspectives do not care for efficiency, or the database and statistics perspectives do not care for effectiveness, or the database and machine learning perspectives do not care for validity. What is claimed is that each of the three perspectives emphasizes some aspect much more than the other two perspectives do.
In fact, the emphases are so strong that even from the topics covered by all three books, their traces can be found. For example, on the topic of decision trees, J. Han and M. Kamber's book presents methods of scaling basic algorithms for large datasets ( [5] , pp.292); I. H. Witten and E. Frank's book provides a trick to simplify decision trees through discarding misclassified examples and relearning ( [9] , pp.247); while D. Hand et al.'s book discusses the local piecewise model structure behind trees ( [6] , pp.174).
However, although those perspectives have different preferences, an important fact cannot be neglected. That is, they also share many common properties, as shown by the overlapped contents of the books.
It is worth mentioning that some other differences can also be found among the books. However, many of them do not particularly distinguish the perspectives, at least from my point of view. For example, different categorizations and diversified algorithms were presented for cluster analysis ( [5] , Chapter 8; [6] , Section 9.3 to 9.6; [9] , Section 6.6). But it may be more reasonable to attribute such a variance to the relative youth of the area of cluster analysis, as indicated in a recent paper [2] . Another example is the exclusion of neural networks in I. H. Witten and E. Frank's book due to the deficiency of neural networks in understandability ( [9] , pp.xxx). Since some machine learning researchers endeavor to improve the understandability of neural networks [8] , and neural networks have already been applied to data mining [7] , I incline to regarding the exclusion of neural networks as a preference of the authors instead of that of the machine learning community.
It is interesting to see that each of these books devotes a section to distinguishing between machine learning and data mining ( [5] , pp.218), machine learning and statistics ( [9] , pp.26), and statistics and data mining ( [6] , pp.18), respectively. (It seems that the difference between database and data mining/machine learning/statistics is so evident that there is no need to make a distinction.) From my own point of view, the fundamental difference between machine learning/statistics and data mining exists in the aspect of data volume being processed. While the fundamental difference between machine learning and statistics exists in the aspect of research methodology. That is, statisticians prefer theoretical soundness while machine learners require both theoretical soundness and experimental effectiveness. Note that, at least in my own opinion, the experimental aspect of the machine learning methodology owes much to the setup of the UCI Machine Learning Repository [1] .
Miscellaneous
All three books are very excellent. They present such a comprehensive view of data mining that some very recently developed techniques, such as ensemble learning methods ( [5] , pp.324; [6] , pp.358; [9] , pp.250), are also discussed. The comprehensiveness is further enlarged because each book has a References (or Bibliography) section pointing to a great mass of literature. The Further Reading (or Bibliographic Notes) sections in the books may lead the readers to trace the literature eruditely although they are recommended from different perspectives.
As for the presentation, I. H. Witten and E. Frank's book is the most readable. Its narration is so lively that sometimes I even wonder that whether I am really reading an academic book. J. Han 
Concluding remarks
Data mining is not esoteric. In fact, the work of this paper is also a kind of data mining, that is, mining data mining books.
Interesting patterns come out from such a mining practice. That is, besides some common properties, different perspectives of data mining put strong emphases on different aspects. In particular, the database, machine learning, and statistics perspectives lay particular emphases on efficiency, effectiveness, and validity, of data mining, respectively.
We know the danger of overfitting the noise in data mining, especially when the training set is quite small. Since the data size used in my review is rather small (only three books), the chances of overfitting the individual preference of the authors (instead of really discovering the accent of the perspectives) may be high even though I have tried my best to be scrupulous. Moreover, some discussions in the review may only reflect my own inclination although I have tried my best to be unbiased. Therefore, it is better to regard the outcome of this exercise as suggestive instead of conclusive, and take them with great care.
Note that the mined patterns do not mean that the machine learning and statistics perspectives do not care for efficiency, or the database and statistics perspectives do not care for effectiveness, or the database and machine learning perspectives do not care for validity. What is claimed is that each of the three perspectives emphasizes some aspects more than the other two perspectives do. In fact, only when we simultaneously take all these three aspects (or more) into account, may we get successful data mining results.
